 National

Safety Science Quiz 2017

Eligibility: All students of classes 9 to 12
Date: Between now and 30th October
Time: Just 15 minutes of your time, any time that is convenient to you
Venue: Anywhere with a phone/laptop/desktop with an internet connection
Last Date to register: As soon as possible
Click HERE to Register

Make sure you are signed in with your @sanskritischool.edu.in ID when you fill this form

The Sanskriti School Quiz Club invites students of classes 9-12 to participate in the UL
National Safety Science Quiz 2017.The National Safety Science Quiz (NSSQ) is promoted by
UL, a premier global safety science company. As a leader in the testing , inspection and
certification industry, for over 124 years UL has been driven by the noble mission to promote
safe living environments for all. UL constantly strives to advance standards research and
development,safety education and outreach by partnering with a diverse set of stakeholders
ranging from the government, manufacturers, regulatory authorities, academia, corporations
and nonprofit institutions.
Through its not-for-profit mission, UL has charted upon an ambitious plan to groom the next
generation of Indians to become more safety conscious than their predecessors and permeate
this awareness of safety science in every sphere of life. In line with its ‘In India for India’
philosophy, UL’s efforts in the country towards building a safer India is anchored firmly on
engaging with academia and the vast student population.
Designed for students from class 9 to 12, the National Science Safety Quiz is a strategic
initiative that seeks to enlighten students about this simple fact– safety is a science. The quiz
encourages high school students to look at and understand the everyday public safety
challenges around them- be it Road Safety, Electrical / Fire hazards/Cyber Safety or othersand mediate on solutions. NSSQ is not merely a quiz competition – in order to mobilise learning
into action, every year, the quiz culminates in a ‘Safety Parliament’, where the finalists of the
quiz table motions about public safety in a mock parliament presided by panellists, known for
their expertise and contribution to safety science. Thus, for its young participants, NSSQ is the
starting step in a lifelong journey to comprehend the science of safety, but also become safety
ambassadors.
Since its launch in 2014, NSSQ has been growing at a phenomenal pace, adding more students
and covering more cities each year. For the second year in a row, UL has partnered with NDTV
to widen the reach of this unique endeavour. Last year,the Quiz, themed ‘Safety in Everyday
Life,’ garnered massive response with entries from 5500 students(from 280 schools across the

country) of which 20 students (from schools across the five major metros) were part of the finale
which was telecast on NDTV.

